The winners of the 2012 Northern Territory Research and Innovation Awards

Minister for Business Innovation Award
Mike Crowe, Outback Business Networks

McArthur River Mining Indigenous Innovation Award
Anne Hanning, Your child, Your community: it’s just so important, cross-cultural communication tools.

Charles Darwin University New Generation Award
Donna Lewis, An Evaluation of Image and Field Data for Vegetation Community Mapping in Tropical Savannas

Menzies School of Health Research Desert Knowledge Research Award
Fiona Walsh, Josie Douglas and members of Merne Altyerr-ipenhe reference group. Revealing self motivated work and a hidden harvest: The sustainability of harvest and trade in bush food species and its human dimensions

Southern Cross Television Tropical Knowledge Research Award
Professor Stephen Garnett, Conservation for Sustainability Science for Northern Australia

Chief Minister’s Research and Innovation Award
Professor Stephen Garnett, Conservation for Sustainability Science for Northern Australia

AIPS Young Tall Poppy Science Award

NT Young Tall Poppy Scientist of the Year
Dr Jaquelyne Hughes, Obesity and Preventable Chronic Disease, Indigenous Health